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Unconstrained ideas and
technological innovation are key to
MHI Group’s future

The future growth of MHI Group will come from two
areas, with one being ‘energy transition’*3 and the other
‘new mobility & logistics’. Under the 2021 MTBP, we
intend to create new businesses collectively generating
¥1 trillion of annual revenue by fiscal 2030 by intensively
allocating management resources to these two growth
drivers and combining new technologies with the knowhow we have amassed so far. Our Growth Strategy Office,
which we established in April of 2020, has been tasked
with overseeing investment and business expansion
within these two areas in coordination with other relevant business units.
In the energy transition space, we will pursue realization of a carbon-neutral society by 2050. We already
manufacture the world's most efficient gas turbines and
equipment used for capturing, utilizing and storing carbon dioxide (CCUS). By retrofitting existing power plants
with these technologies, we are helping to reduce CO₂
emissions. Our next task is to encourage the production,
transportation, storage, and subsequent use of green
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fuels, particularly hydrogen (and its derivatives, such

needs by proposing automated logistics and cold-chain

as ammonia), to build a value chain which fosters stable

solutions, for example. Building cold chains is becom-

demand.

ing increasingly important to meet transport needs that

*3 For details on energy transition, see Special Feature: New Challenges
Toward a Carbon-Neutral Society on page 36.

require stringent temperature control. Cold chains’ im-

In the new mobility and logistics space, we will devel-

portance has been amplified by the pandemic in addition
to recent lifestyle changes. Using smart software, we

op new markets through cross-organizational initiatives

will knit together existing MHI Group products into sys-

led by the Growth Strategy Office and deliver new value

tems, with said products including automated warehouse

by digitalizing a broad range of products and technolo-

systems, forklifts and refrigeration units for buildings

gies and embedding AI into them. To meet customers’

and trucks. We will then apply cold chain logistics en-

increasingly diverse and sophisticated needs, we are

gineering to those systems to facilitate the continuous

transforming into a solutions provider that solves cus-

maintenance of optimal environments during the trans-

tomers’ problems through integrated control of various

port and storage phases. The result is cold chains that

machinery systems. We will accelerate this transfor-

are more advanced than anything seen before. Another

mation. We will first apply this solutions model to the

thing we are working on is upgrading our transportation

logistics business as a model case. Specifically, we will

infrastructure solutions, as exemplified by sophisticated

address customers’ challenges and meet their latent

Electronic Road Pricing systems like ERP2, which MHI

▶ Energy Transition
Decarbonization/electrification of mobility, daily life and industry

Roadmap to a
carbon-neutral
society

Daily life

Mobility
Promote

electrification
Expand use of CO2-free fuels

electrification
Improve energy efficiency

Electricity

Upgrade existing thermal power plants
and increase their efficiency

Electrolysis
Steam

Hydrogen/ammonia

reforming

Thermal

cracking

Methane

reforming

Methane

cracking

Produce clean fuels
without emitting CO2
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CO2

Expand renewable energy supplies

Surplus electricity

Stabilize supplies with
energy storage

Heat

Reduce CO2 emissions by
using nuclear power

Clean fuels,
chemicals

CO2 utilization (new initiative)

(augmented existing initiative)

Production, transport & storage
of CO2-free hydrogen/ammonia

CO2
cost efficiency

Maintain

CO2

Heat

Decarbonization of energy supplies

Fuel supply (new initiative)

Reduce

EMS: Energy Management System
VPP: Virtual Power Plant

EMS/VPP services
Hydrogen/
ammonia

Industry

Promote

Balance energy decarbonization and stable supplies

CO2 capture
Capture/distribution
Storage

CO2 conversion/utilization
Convert into industrial materials
Chemicals
Clean

fuels

Capture CO2 from throughout society
and convert it to valuable resources
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Once the group has rebuilt its profitability, my role as

associated environmental ills have become a societal

CSO is to expedite our commercial success and ensure

problem in rapidly growing Asian metropolises. ERP2

that we provide solutions to the problems faced around

collects driving data in real-time from every vehicle

the globe. With many of our product lines reaching matu-

within range of its sensors. It can also analyze traffic

rity, our group’s future will depend on the ideas and tech-

bottlenecks and accidents. Using the data collected

nologies that we can come up with. Keeping that in mind,

by ERP2, Singapore seeks to optimize traffic flows

we will be working on transforming our corporate culture

on an area-by-area basis by granularly adjusting the

to become more open, less bureaucratic and more risk-

locations where tolls are charged and toll charges per

taking, willing to try and fail.

kilometer driven. These adjustments help to alleviate
traffic congestion.
In order to design such comprehensive solutions for
our customers, we will have to increase our technological expertise, from digitalization to artificial intelligence.
That will require greater internal cooperation across
traditionally autonomous business units, as well as more
external partnerships.

▶ New Mobility & Logistics

Logistics, Thermal & Drive Systems

Plants & Infrastructure Systems

External
resources

Growth Strategy
Oﬃce

Material handling systems
Automated warehouses

Automated logistics
solutions

CASE-enabling
infrastructure

AGVs/AGFs
Natural-refrigerant chillers

Cold chain

AGV: Automated Guided Vehicle
AGF: Automated Guided Forklift
CASE: Connected, Autonomous, Shared and Electric

Environmental
testing equipment

M&S

Thermal/
energy management

Energy Systems

Mechanical parking lots

Railways, ships

(logistics for perishable goods)

Power generation systems

ITS

Defense systems

Electric component business

External
resources

Ships, aircraft

Aircraft, Integrated Defense &
Space Systems

ITS: Intelligent Transport Systems
M&S: Modeling and Simulation
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